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ABSTRACT 

The author describes a tudy involving filmmaking and the film industry. Although departing 
from typkal social work subject matter. the project draws on social work values and uses 
related social cience method and theoretical concepts. Film is a force that influences the 
basic attitudes and behaviour of million of people around the world. The medium has the 
potential lo dis eminate social work values and aims widely if appropriately addressed. 

My latest book, Hollyi,vood in Wide Angle: How Director. View Filmmaking, is an academic 
departure for me and has taken my work in a distinctly new direction (Rothman 2004). It is an 
analysis of filmmaking and the film industry and is based on in-depth intervi ws with a range of 
movie directors. The hift, though i not as drastic as one might first think. In my previous v ork I 
studied key in titutions in the communities in which I lived or worked-ethnic neighbourhoods in 
Pittsburgh innovation in the automobile industry in Michigan, local social service authorities in 
London. Re iding in Los Angeles T did work on the mental health ystem and recently decided to 
examine filmmaking the major socioeconomic institution in that locale. 

ubstantively speaking, film i a powerfuJ art and communkation form that shape fundamental 
ideas and attitudes of multitudes globally both positively and negatively. 1 believe this institution 
merits the erious examination of researcher and ocial analysts. I was able to act on that 
conviction because I had acquired emeritus tatus and was free to et my own scholarly agenda 
relieved of the obligation of looking over my shoulder to consider whether the dean wa in full 
accord with wbat l cho e to work on. Besides, f ve been a film lover all my life-indeed, was 
named by my mother after actor Jackie Coogan--Charlie haplin fetching waif in The Kid. All in 
all this wa a natural swerve in my life cour e and career trajectory. 

Also, the shift wa not a drastic as it might seem because I relied heavily on ocial work/so ial 
cience thinking and social re earch techniques that I had used recurrently in my work over the 

years. l 'd like to illustrate this briefly with respect to three factors: values, methodology and 
theoretical concepts. 

VALUES 

Starting with the first of these values guided tbe areas T decided to delve into. I II give everal 
examples (for an o erview of social work values, ee International Federation of Social Workers, 
The Ethics of Social Work, Principles and Standards 1994). ln the study I looked closely into the 
que tion of discrimiJ1ation against women and racial and ethnic minoritie in opportunities 
available for director . My book stati tically documented disproportionately low hiring rates for 
women and minorities and pelled out the kinds of obstacles they face. 

Another value area concerned the professional autonomy of directors vis-a-vis constraints placed 
on their artistic prerogati es by the bureaucratic pres ures of vast studio conglomerates. The 
ten ions ocial workers experience with re pect to restrictive ag ncy policies come co mind a an 
apt analogy. In the film area the studios inhibit the discretion of directors to bring to the creen 
their creative ision of the story they wish to tell. The study sought out the means that directors 
could use to make their cut of the film become, to the greatest degree possible, the final cut 
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distributed by the studios. This is in step with social work 's predisposition to favour the l ittle guy 
over the big guy, a lthough some d i rectors obvious ly don ' t  fal l  objectively i nto the ' l ittle guy '  
category certainly not to the extent that mi norit ies and women do. 

A third ociaJ work precept concerns starting from an assessment of needs, as defined by the 
people who are the focus of your efforts. In my interviews the first question I asked directors to 
address was the major problems they face in trying to carry out their work. This i n itial needs 
assessment provided a sol id  platform to bui ld on for the other l ines of inquiry. 

METHODOLOGY 

Shifting to methodology the study involved probing interviews with 32 informants who 
represented a cross-section of views and experiences. I developed a purposive samp le that 
included d i rectors wbo were younger and older, newcomers and veterans respected ach ievers and 
those struggl ing to establ ish themse lves. There was a reasonable balance between men and 
women, as wel l  as a range of ethnic and racial m inorities. This effort to approximate a 
representative ample ran counter to typical books on fi lmmaki ng, where interviews are with the 
old boys club' of white male, celebrity fi lmmaker . 

The study was consistent with the mode of much of my previous work, which uti l i sed an interv iew 
pool of between 25 and 50 respondents, a number falling in place between a few ca es on one 
end, and an extensive database on the other. 

The interviews were based on an open-ended questionna i re of 1 0  i tems and typical Jy took between 
an hour and two lo conduct. They were carried out flexibly and informally and the respondents 
were assured of confidential ity in that they would be quoted rarely and only with permission. This 
fostered candid responses and helped to counter the a ir  of exaggeration, fantasy and deception that 
is a hal lmark of the Hol lywood movie scene. 

I was dri ven from the out et of the project by the desire to help bring a level of empirical reality to 
a significant soc ial phenomenon that is awash in hyperbo le. From a methodological standpo int, the 
overarch ing approach reflected a qual itati ve research modality with an ethnograph ic slant (Denzin 
and Linclon 2000; Gri l ls 1 998). 

THEORETICAL CO CEPTS 

In retrospect, I was surprised and pleased by the degree to which I found myse lf draw ing on 
theoretical perspectives from social science/social work throughout - many of them classic 
writings - to analyze and interpret my find i ngs. I can only be suggestive about thi here. Let me 
give an example that involves attempts by directors to sway studio to d istribute the directors 
version of the fi lm rather than the studios final  cut. Directors spel led out a set of techn iques they 
employed to exert influence on studios, which I found I cou ld describe effecti vely through the 
Ba es of Power construct ( French & Raven, 1 959; Pfeffer, I 992). By exploiting their re lat ionships 
with high-profile stars, di rectors employ 'connection power' to get their way with studio 
executives. Producing bount iful  box office returns is a way of using 'reward power' . The 
counterpart, ' coercive power' i s  exercised by threatening to walk off the set and hold ing up 
production, wh ich can be financially damaging to the studios. ' Expert power ' is displayed by 
demonstrat ing that the d i rector alone has a grasp of how all of the pieces of the film fit together 
and form a whole. ' Referent power' involve engenderi ng compliance through getting people to 
li ke and admire you personal ly .  The full set of power bases was presented and i llustrated. 

l I I  briefly i ndicate severa l other concepts l found useful .  By introducing the Task and 
Socioemoiional Leadership formulation, I could categorize and clarify the enormously diverse 
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range of kil ls directors indicated that they need to carry out their work (Bale L 950). Many 
directors feel a l ienated from their work becau e of intensified commercialization brought about by 
rising tendency of the industry to form conglomerates. Identity Crises was a useful construct to 
describe their troubled tate of mind and their perplexity over whether they were truly able to 
function a artists or had become product ion manager for film output (Erikson, 1 968). 

Developments in digita l  fi lmmaking a revo lutionary technical change in the craft of filmmaki ng, 
could be comprehended and described by drawing on concepts from the Diffusion of Innovations 
and Theorie of Technological Change (Rogers, 2002;  Will iams 2002). Creativity The01y 
provided a tool for showing how directors can enhance the struggle of actors to bring to l ife the 
characters they seek to portray. In part, directors are helping professionals for actors and thi 
theoretical viewpoint provides a way of visualizing help-giving around creative obj ectives 
(Gu i lford 1 967). 

The ever-pre ent intense conflicts between director and screenwriters on creative issues were 
i l luminated through writings in the literature of lnterprofes iona/ Competition (Abbott, 1 988). The 
Writers Guild of America and the Directors Guild of America are the two organisationa l vehicles 
through which this contest i played out. When directors made recommendations for ra is ing the 
quality of fi lms, I addressed means of enacting t J1ese proposals by turning to my own formuJation 
of Three Models of Community Intervention (Rothman, 200 1 ). 

These concepts were invaluable for graspi ng the d imensions and dynamics of an extremely 
comp lex institutional network. Their application is unique in the l iterature of filmmaki ng. 
Together they provide a lens that he lps to widen and deepen our under tanding of an institution 
that affects the mental outlook and behaviour of million of people around the world. Feedback r 
have received starting with the director I interviewed suggests that the book ha hed l ight on 
th is always e lusive and often mendacious social system, whose impact i a l l  but a tonishing. One 
of those director aid that this is the most truthful book on the industry that be bas read providing 
ome affirmation regarding this key intention of the project. 

Many of the issues and views that social workers care about and want to di eminate resonate on 
film - in ways that are sometimes compatible with the outlook of the field, and often not. This is a 
medium tbat, all would agree, constitutes a tool without comparison for publ ic en l ightenment, a 
resource that has been exploited minimal ly, i f  at all, by the profession. ew knowledge, such as 
generated in thi project, is beneficial in its own rigbt. But it also opens up new potentials for 
those, including social workers, who take it upon themselves to harness tbat potential . 
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